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Abstract
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) measurements of the surface velocity of
two glacier systems in northern Scandinavia were made. Complex SAR imagery from 1992,
1994 and 1996 were acquired by ERS-1 and ERS-2 over Blåmannsisen and Salajekna. Inter-
ferometric coherence was high in tandem and three day interferograms but in both 1992 and
1994 six day separations led to a loss of coherence and the failure of interferometric processing.
The imagery were processed using orbital ephemeris data. The geocoding segment was of
insufficient quality to permit inter-annual interferogram combinations. The implementation
of Delft precision orbital data is likely to improve the quality of the interferograms. Neverthe-
less, fringe-counting allowed the estimation of the velocity of two outlets on Blåmannsisen
and of the main Salajekna valley glacier.

Introduction

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)
has been employed to derive motion maps showing
for example mine subsidence (Wright and Stow,
1999) and glacier velocity (Dowdeswell et al., 1999).
Derivatives have included mass flux at the grounding
line of calving glaciers (Rignot, 1998), balance
velocity estimation (Bamber et al., 2000) and the
identification of flow instability (Dowdeswell et al.,
1999). InSAR allows the surface velocity field of a
glacier to be accurately mapped without intensive
field investigations. In particular the spatial coverage
offered by SAR imagery is attractive. However,
InSAR processing is computationally intensive and
the algorithms require significant user refinement
during the operation.

InSAR is used to derive surface height or displace-
ment data from complex SAR imagery. Complex
imagery contains both phase and magnitude
information. The former enables the accurate
measurement of the slant range of the SAR as a
function of the phase at which the radar wave is
transmitted and received. Accuracies of a fraction
of a wavelength are thereby possible allowing the
measurement of surfaces or displacement at
centimetre scales. Two or more image acquisitions

can be combined to create a stereo parallax for the
measurement of height or motion. Displacement,
or motion, is calculated by the extraction of the
relief (or terrain) signal from an interferogram
created by the combination of two or more images.
This processes is known as phase unwrapping.
Where the phase unwrapping is not possible,
normally due to the lack of external elevation data,
fringe counting can be used to estimate motion
(Goldstein et al., 1993). Fringe counting is a
relatively crude method of motion mapping that
assumes zero velocity at a given point and then
estimates the velocity gradient from that point as
a function of the number of fringes in the inter-
ferogram. However, an estimation of relief ampli-
tude is also needed for the estimation of the height
component of the fringes.

The height component of the fringes is a function
of the spatial separation between the two platform
positions at image acquisition (i.e. the baseline is
the vector between the position of the satellite at
image 1 and the position of the satellite at image 2).
For ERS-1 and ERS-2 the altitude of ambiguity,
the relief represented by a fringe cycle, is given by
qa≈9330/B⊥  , where B⊥  is the perpendicular baseline.
Thus fringe counting may be employed where there
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is little surface expression, where the baselines
indicate that the fringes contain no significant
topographic component or where some measure-
ment of relief is available. In the latter case this
may include cases where point data are available
(and a DEM is not aviable) or where map data
exist but digitising has not been undertaken.

Data

In this investigation three scenes were acquired by
ERS-1 from both 1992 and 1994. The scenes were
separated by three and six days (table 1). A tandem
pair, scenes acquired by ERS-1 and ERS-2 separated
by 24 hours, was acquired in 1996.

In addition to the image data two digital
elevation models (DEMs) over Blåmannsisen were
available for phase unwrapping. One, a high
resolution DEM with a 30 m cell size was derived
from aerial photographs taken in 1998. The second
was a 50 m cell DEM produced by the Norwegian
mapping agency, Statens Kartverk. Both DEMs had
reasonable surface height agreement and the former
was controlled using GPS measurements taken in
spring 1998 along two transverse lines across
central Blåmannsisen. DEM data was not available
for Salajiekna.

Interferometric Processing

Interferograms were produced for 3- and 6-day
repeat passes using 1992 and 1994 and for 24 hour
repeat passes using the 1996 data. The processing
was performed on image subsets conforming to
the glaciers in question to limit the computational
time (full scenes being >500 Mb each). The processing
corrected for the phase slope across the scene and
removed the geocoded the images to a UTM grid.
Baseline decorrelation was not corrected due to
problems with DEM ingestion and the geo-

referencing segment of the SAR scenes, a product
of inaccuracies in the orbital ephemeris.

Two DEMs were tested for differential processing.
The first, a high resolution photogrammetric DEM
was produced in-house and covered the Blåmannsisen
region with a grid size of 25m. The second DEM,
part of the DTM Norge coverage offered by Statens
Kartverk (the Norwegian State mapping agency),
conformed to a 50m grid in UTM coordinates.
Ingestion in the InSAR software was achieved by
manual editing of the DEMs and headers. However,
the relatively poor quality of the orbital segment
of the complex SAR imagery produced geo-
referencing errors on the order of many seconds
of latitude and longitude which precluded the use
of differential techniques for motion mapping. As
a result the manual separation of the topography
and displacement components of phase was
undertaken ‘fringe counting’ using the DEMs over
Blåmannsisen and map data over Salajiekna. This
obviously reduces the accuracy of the velocity
estimation and assumes that regions of stationary
ice are present from which to define the velocity
gradient.

Results

Six-day coherence was not maintained in any of
the datasets limiting the availability of interferograms.
In the 1994 data coherence over Blåmannsisen was
insufficient for reliable interferometric processing.
However, over Salajiekna coherence was high. The
tandem data, with temporal baselines of 24 hours
had very high coherence as might be expected.

Interferograms were therefore produced for
Blåmannsisen from two datasets (13th–16th February
1992 and 13th/14th March 1996) and Salajekna
from four datasets (13th–16th February 1992; 3rd– 6th

January 1994 and 6th–9th January 1994; 13th/14th

March 1996). The tandem data, with high coherence
and a short perpendicular baseline (1m) resulted
in the highest quality products (Figure 2). With
such a short baseline, resulting in an altitude of
ambiguity of 179 m the topographic component
of the fringes could easily be extracted resulting in
greater confidence in the velocity estimations. The
interferograms suggested velocities on the Leirvatn
outlet of Blåmannsisen of 23 m/yr and 28 m/yr for
1992 and 1996 respectively. Whilst the smaller
western outlet was estimated at ca. 53 m/yr and
56 m/yr. Salajekna velocities were 21 m/yr in 1992,
20 m/yr in 1994 and 41 m/yr in 1996. The velocities
are extrapolated over a year from measurements
over the temporal baseline (1-3 days in this case).

Satellite Orbit Frame Date

ERS-1 03029 2241 13-Feb-1992

ERS-1 03072 2241 16-Feb-1992

ERS-1 03115 2241 19-Feb-1992

ERS-1 12907 2241 03-Jan-1994

ERS-1 12950 2241 06-Jan-1994

ERS-1 12993 2241 09-Jan-1994

ERS-1 24373 2241 13-Mar-1996

ERS-2 04700 2241 14-Mar-1996

Table 1. The image acquisitions used in this
investigation.
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Discussion

The 1996 Salajekna calculation, which departs
significantly from the previous years, may be attri-
buted to a number of causes. Firstly, a processing
artefact may have affected the result. The mostly
likely source is inaccurate baselines. A second cause
may be enhanced flow; the 1996 data are from
late March and it is possible that increased melting
has resulted in higher velocities. Without field data
the exact cause(s) cannot be isolated. The other
estimates are similar enough to have some degree
of confidence. However, external data are still
required to verify these results. Future work must
parameterise the winter velocities.

The velocity field of Blåmannsisen, as seen in
the distribution of fringes (Figure 2), displays a
flow regime that might be expected. The Leirvatn
outlet to the northeast is somewhat slower than the
steeper western outlet. The Leirvatn outlet tongue
terminates at the lake Leirvatn but the interferogram
shows no acceleration of the snout confirming that
the glacier is grounded.

The Salajekna interferograms show an irregular
fringe progression in the accumulation area.
Interferograms from 1992 and 1994 in particular
show the occurrence of bulls-eye like features.
Given the low relief amplitude of the area the arte-
facts must be related to velocity changes. Bulls-
eyes are associated with either ‘sticky-spots’ where
velocity is reduced locally normally as a result of a
basal obstruction; alternatively bulls-eyes may be
related to a vertical displacement resulting from
movement over a bed feature or, less probably,
localised hydraulic action. In the case of Salajekna
a local change in velocity is most likely, either due
to changes at the bed, the influence of an outlet to
the south and/or non-linear motion.

The coherence images typically show higher
coherence in the firn area than below the ELA and
reduced coherence in the vicinity of crevasse fields.
The difference in coherence above and below the
ELA can be attributed to the difference in the
magnitude (intensity) of backscatter from the firn
and the lower backscatter from dry snow with few
ice inclusions below the ELA. Below the ELA some
regions of higher coherence are found; these typically
correlate to strong backscatter from topographic
features. The coherence of six-day interferograms
is almost uniformly low. The 1992 six-day inter-
ferogram displays localised regions of higher co-
herence on Blåmannsisen related to topographic
features and from the ice divide between the
western and north eastern outlets. GPR data and
field investigations suggest this region includes
areas of thin (<3 m) firn cover. Radar models suggest
that backscatter is comprised of scattering from at
least 10 m under these conditions and therefore high
coherence cannot merely correspond to the intensity
of backscatter in this case. Rather it is assumed
that stability of the surface has contributed to the
higher coherence in the region. Preliminary analyses
of the high coherence images from 1992 and 1996
suggest that this region may not correspond with
the highest coherence suggesting that the region
maintains a moderate interferometric coherence
relative to other parts of the accumulation area
which undergo more extreme variations. The failure
of interferometric coherence at temporal baselines
of greater than 3 days is a significant limitation to
differential interferometry in glaciology. Three-pass
interferometry on ice streams in Dronning Maud
Land Antarctica have also exhibited this limitation.

Figure 1. A) Interferometric coherence over Salajekna over three days (white indicates high coherence; black low
coherence). B) The resulting interferogram.
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Conclusions

* Lack of interferometric coherence over six days
critically precludes three pass differential inter-
ferometry

* Constraints on the accuracy of the standard
orbital ephemeris data mean that Delft precision
orbits must be employed if external elevation
data are to be used

* The tandem mission provided interferometric
data of unparalleled quality and future missions
should reflect this

* Fringe-counting nevertheless provides a useful
estimate of glacier velocities as illustrated by
the (internal) consistency of the results over a
number of years

* The Blåmannsisen and Salajekna glacier systems
display no extraordinary behaviour suggesting
a non-critical climate response (despite a recent
jökulhlaup from the former)
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Figure 2. Phase-wrapped interferogram of Blåmannsisen from tandem 1996 data. Outwith the glacier the fringes
are largely discontinuous showing the localised failure of coherence and phase discontinuities.


